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OPEN UP YOUR RESEARCH DESIGN  
CHOOSE THE DATA COLLECTION APPROACH THAT BEST FITS THE RESEARCH 

 

IDEA IN ACTION  
Multi-mode technology barriers are coming down.  

Researchers are now free to design data collection strategies that 

straddle modes, organizations, and vendors. New innovations 

have driven down the costs of leveraging a multi-mode approach, 

regardless of your in-house capabilities.  Now researchers can design their data collection strategies in a 

way that best fits the needs of the research. 

Field operations can enable data collection processes that span organizations, technologies, vendors, and 

geographies. 

 

DATA COLLECTION MODES 
When architecting a research project, a researcher not only must design a survey and identify an audience, 

but he or she must also determine how best to go about collecting opinions and feedback from this group.  

There are five main quantitative methods in use today:  In-person interview, phone interview, IVR 

interview, online questionnaire, and paper questionnaire mailed to the recipient.  This discussion will 

focus on PHONE, IVR and ONLINE data collection methodologies. 

MODE DESCRIPTION SPECIALIZED 
RESOURCES 

PHONE 
INTERVIEW 

Usually an outbound call to a target respondent. 
Interviewers are trained to nurture a caller through the 
entire survey – making this mode ideal for longer 
surveys and surveys on complex or difficult topics. 

Predictive dialing and optimized sample flow keep 
interviewer productivity high. 

Telco; Dialer; Labor – 
interviewers, 
supervisors, QA, etc. 
 
Optional: Call Center  

IVR INTERVIEW 
(Interactive Voice 
Response) 

Inbound or outbound call to a voice-activated computer 
survey.  IVR is best used for short surveys with an engaged 
audience. 

Telco; Dialer 

ONLINE  
SURVEY 

Web survey, hosted 24x7, enabling respondents with 
Internet access to participate whenever convenient.  This 
collection mode is dependent on other actions to recruit 
respondents to take the survey – usually by email 
invitation or other vehicles. such as a URL on a sales 
receipt. 

Internet Connection 
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DEMOGRAPHICS MATTER 

 

Can an online survey alone reach your desired audience? 

87% of all US adults have access to the Internet so an online survey should reach 

your target audience.  Well, maybe….here’s the detail hidden by the averages. 

 More than 40 percent of the U.S. population over 65 does not have 

Internet access.1 

 Roughly 20 percent of rural, minority, high school grads and lower 

income groups do not have Internet access.1 

Yet 98% can be reached by phone.  If these segments matter to your research, 

then phone-based data collection should be considered in the mix. 

 

COSTS MATTER 

Costs need to be weighed against research goals, total 

budget and time constraints.  The various modes have 

different cost structures.  They also have differing degrees of 

control as to when a project is completed.  For example…. 

 Studies may run continuously and are fine with 

collecting the data as it comes in from transactions. 

 Time may be the critical element for a daily opinion 

tracking study. 

 Demographic profiles may be critical for political 

strategy and public opinion work. 
 

Depending on the research goals and overall budget, you may add a higher-cost method to meet your 

quota or time requirements.  

THE CHALLENGE 

So why doesn’t more research rely on a multi-mode approach to data collection?  The answer may be 

two-fold.  Technology optimized for each mode historically did not work well together.  More importantly, 

researchers were often constrained by whatever data collection mode they had in-house … usually online 

survey capabilities.  If they outsourced phone interviewing, there may be a cost to redevelop the survey 

on the call center platform and then a cost to aggregate the data back into a single data set for analysis. 

  

                                                                 

1 Pew Research Center Internet Project Survey, January 9-12, 2014   Appendix C  
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THE OPPORTUNITY 

What if you could use the same survey across all 

modes? 

What if all the responses were stored in a single 

data repository? 

Wouldn’t that mean that your team would only 

have to learn one way to build surveys and one 

platform for analysis and insight reporting?  

Research data collection operations can now enable processes that span not only modes, but technology, 

vendors and organizations. 

 Phone interviewers can be in your call center, a partner’s call center, or home based. 

 The data collection processes can involve a single technology platform or you can build composite 

workflows across a mix of vendors.   

 

MATCH MODE WITH REQUIREMENT 

OFFER A CHOICE 

Many Enterprise Feedback Management (EFM), Voice of the Customer (VoC) and Customer Experience (CX) research 

will benefit from providing customers with a choice of feedback mechanisms.  Instead of relying solely on a web 

survey, researchers can now employ an IVR survey to collect the same data by phone.  The short format Net 

Promoter Scoring (NPS) lends itself nicely to the IVR format. 
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RESEARCH TYPE DESCRIPTION MODE 

Post Transaction  

Follow-up 

Generally conducted after a customer 

calls into a support center to get help or 

an inside sales desk to place an order. 

A.  Transfer from agent to IVR 

B. Customer information is used to place 

IVR outbound calls to the customer. 

Point of Sale 

Experience 

Customer visits a store and purchase 

something – a latte, a pizza, etc.  Often 

an incentive is offered for the customer 

to provide feedback. 

ONLINE & IVR - The sales receipt is printed 

with a URL and an 800# to enable the 

customer to provide feedback and collect 

their reward [points, cup of coffee, etc. ] 

Loyalty Program  

Member Survey 

Member profiles often allow customers 

to indicate their preferred method of 

contact 

Whenever a survey goes out to members, 

they are either given a choice of URL or 800# 

or the sample is divided by preference and 

the outreached is done on that basis. 

 

 

 

DIFFERENTIATE MODE BY VALUE 

As a researcher, the task is to provide good insights to inform good decision making.  Always with limited resources, 

the trick is to focus on the opinions that come from the types of respondents you consider the most valuable — the 

people who mean the most to your business. As a result, the amount you are willing to pay to capture their insights will 

differ by the strategic value to the business … and budget often dictates mode.  Here are some recommendations to 

help you decide which mode to choose. 
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Same Survey but Different Modes for Different Folks 

Design one set of questions for the general audience type and extend the question set for your special subgroups. 

Know that this single survey can now be used to gather insights using a variety of collection modes and allowing the 

question set to match not just the audience but the mode.   

 

 

 

For example, let’s say you are conducting research for a hotel chain and want to find out the types of services and 

amenities that appeal to guests. 

 Conduct online surveys for most of your 

respondents. This is the lowest-cost method for 

reaching your audience. 

 Consider IVR-based surveys if much of your 

audience is over 65 or has limited access to the 

internet.  IVR is the next lowest cost way to 

reach your respondents. You’ll extend your 

reach if folks can simply click to call an 800 

number and provide their feedback. 

 Use phone interviewers for more in-depth 

research with the most frequent customers or those 

who choose premium rooms. For this elite group, 

phone-based data collection gives you the 

opportunity to gather more detailed insights with 

interviewers, probing for more information and 

using the extended question set. 

 

 

 

RESEARCH TYPE DESCRIPTION STATUS VS. MODE 

Customer – Satisfaction, 

New Product Testing 

Gathering insights from a range of 

customer types, varying questions to 

address their management level. 

A. Invitation to an online survey to all 

B. Phone call to the major accounts 

C. In-person with strategic accounts 

Workforce – Satisfaction, 

Career Development,  

Exit Interviews 

Gathering insights from a range of 

employees through both passive 

invite to respond and more 

proactive solicitation of feedback. 

A. Invitation to an online survey to all 

B. Phone call to the management 

team and high potential employees 

C. In-person with C-suite employees 
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CHOOSE LEAST-COST METHOD 

If project timelines are flexible, researchers may pursue data collection strategies that deploy different modes 

sequentially.   

 The least expensive way to fill quota will be used first – generally through invitations to online surveys.  

 If the response rate does not satisfy the quota demands, then the researcher might send out another reminder 

or add more sample to try to complete the study with a single mode.   

 If the data is not demographic sensitive, the responses in the under filled categories can be weighted to make 

up for the lower response volume. 

When demographics matter and quota must be met, researchers turn to phone-based methods to complete the study.   

Phone survey research is a specialized operation that may not reside in-house but that is no longer a barrier to multi-

mode strategies.  Researchers today can move sample to a call center (in-house or a partner’s) or an IVR outbound 

survey service.   

 

Alternatively, a phone-only survey can be done with IVR first and then live interviewing added to complete quotas. 

Phone-based methods let you target the under-represented segments and fill quota for each research category.  By first 

deploying the least cost method, budgets can be kept in line AND quota can be achieved.   
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MULTI-MODE ADVANCES CURRENT PRACTICES 
A multi-mode strategy enables researchers to meet their target demographics AND control data collection operations 

to minimize costs and/or project schedule. The mix of technology allows phone interviewing to be added at any point 

in the study without compromising the performance of either collection mode. Field operations are freed to use the 

right tool for each job. Researchers gain the flexibility to design data collection strategies that suit each job, rather than 

suit the technologies at hand.   

TECHNOLOGY BARRIERS ARE GONE 

Survey software platforms enable rich integration across vendors so researchers can design data collection processes 

that span multiple organizations and technologies. With such composite workflows, each function can use the software 

optimized for that task e.g. enabling survey design in one tool and call center management in another. Appendix B 

With a mixed-mode and even mixed-vendor approach, there is no wasted effort (such as programming twice) and the 

data can be stored directly in a single database, eliminating the need for downstream consolidating and file importing. 

 

UNLOCK YOUR RESEARCH DESIGN 

Researchers have reduced their use of phone-based data collection because managing the mix of technologies and 

organizations has proved difficult. However, without phone in the mix, certain demographics have suffered under-

representation. Technology barriers are coming down and researchers should consider the strategic value of phone 

research to reach seniors, minorities and other vital segments. 

Don’t be constrained by perceived ideas of technical capabilities. Mixing modes and even mixing vendors are both more 

practical now. Data collection strategies that embrace a multi-mode approach can enable researchers to break out of 

any boxes/silos/myopic approaches and enable them to field research any way they want. 

 

SURVOX from CFMC — WHEN QUOTA MATTERS 

Survox® multi-mode data collection solutions and services empower market research and opinion polling 

organizations to field studies with precise quota requirements, incorporate complex survey designs, and meet time-

sensitive data collection processes.  

The Survent® platform enables sample management, survey call center optimization, operational reporting and client 

data preparation across a mix of data collection modes — phone, web, Interactive Voice Response (IVR), mobile and 

heterogeneous vendor solutions.  

The Survox predictive dialer and IVR capabilities empower users to build highly flexible operations that cater to 

respondent preferences while ensuring project completion in the shortest time and optimal cost.  www.cfmc.com. 

Survent® and Survox® are Registered Trademarks of CFMC                                                                                  

http://www.cfmc.com/
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APPENDIX A  

SURVENT MULTI-MODE SURVEY MANAGEMENT PLATFORM 

The Survent Platform can perform the most complex of surveying activities and has been developed to serve directly 

the needs of the most advanced research professionals conducting studies on a global basis.   

A mix of survey authoring systems, dialers and telco platforms can be integrated to form an optimized workflow. 

 

Here are examples of how our customers leverage the Survent platform. 

 Insurance screener study with 170,000 completes in a month, very complex quotas 

 Large multi-brand QSR with high availability, POS receipt recruit with encrypted passwords, 

sweepstakes incentives 

 Large cellular retailer with transaction based recruits, 250,000 completes per month 

 Large multinational car rental agency with over 13,000 locations with independent quotas by 

location 

 Large international study conducted in over 27 European countries in 40 languages over a 4-year 

period 

 Multinational hotel with 30+ languages with 1M+ completes per year. High brand and regional 

customizations 

 

SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE  

Here are examples of Survent deployed to scale across regions while maintaining centralized control if desired.   

 Full-service researcher with 1000 CATI stations across two continents, multiple call centers (owned 

& partners) and home-based workers enabled by virtualized servers, centrally managed. 

 Multinational 800 CATI station operation doing in-region calling, with most surveys programmed 

and managed centrally.    
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APPENDIX B 

MIXED VENDOR—SURVOX MULTI-MODE SOLUTION 

Research organizations can now build data collection processes that span technologies without incurring the high costs 

of system incompatibility and data aggregation.  Survey designers can now use one tool for survey authoring, a mix of 

technologies for data collection, and a choice of data analysis and visualization solutions.  Today’s integration 

approaches free up each operation to choose the right tool for each function. 

The Survox Phone Survey Management solution can be integrated with online survey platforms.  Here the online survey 

becomes the phone interview script where it can be designed to present different introductions, additional instructions, 

or even different questions – all depending on mode.  One survey can be used for web, IVR, and phone interviewing. 

 

While the online survey system powers the response data collection, the Survox system is managing the flow of 

sample through the process to accelerate quota completion.  The Sample Manager controls which phone numbers go 

to the dialer, taking into account time zones, markets, and quota completion rates.  The call center supervisors use 

the Interviewer Manager to maximize interviewer productivity.  Operational reporting at the shift, study and site level 

are all available to call center managers. 
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APPENDIX C  

US ADULT INTERNET USAGE IN 2014 

 

 


